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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate a methodology which Canadian actuaries have 
used to price no-fault automobile insurance. This purpose is accomplished through a 
calculation of the impact of the Ontario Motorist Protection Plan on automobile loss 
COStS. 

The basic method is to estimate the impact of the Iaw change on each component of the 
cover. The overall impact is then calculated as a weighted average of the percentage 
change by component using the current loss costs as weights. 

The advantage of this approach is that all assumptions are clearly documented and it is 
relatively easy to modify them and calculate the impact. The disadvantage is that 
underlying loss costs must be available for each component of the coverage. 
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Pricing Threshold No-Fault Automobile Insurance in Canada 

I Introduction 

The introduction of a verbal threshold no-fault system for automobile insurance in the 

province of Ontario has presented the actuary with some unique challenges. This new 

system called the Ontario Motorist Protection Plan (OMPP) combines a verbal threshold, 

slightly stronger than Michigan’s, with enhanced no-fault benefits under the accident 

beneftts coverage. The OMPP also provides for Direct Compensation of Third Party 

Liability Property Damage but does not change the current physical damage coverages. 

Since the proposed no-fault benefits are all enhancements of existing benefits, we have usec 

a four step approach in pricing these benefits. First, the cost of the old accident benefits 

premium was calculated using current ratemaking methods. Second, the percentage 

increase resulting from the OMPP was estimated separately for each coverage. Third, the 

percentage increase for the accident benefits premium was calculated as the weighted 

average of the percentage increase in the individual coverages where the weights were the 

discounted loss costs for the current coverages. Finally the new premium was calculated 

by applying this increase to the existing coverage. 

A similar approach was used for the liability coverage, however, for bodily injury it was 

necessary to estimate the reduction resulting from the threshold, the additional reduction 

resulting from the increased no-fault benefits and the impact of tort reform. For property 

damage, the impact was based on experience in Quebec where a similar plan was 

introduced for property damage liability. 

The primary emphasis in this paper is the estimated impact of the OMPP on the individual 

coverages. We will, however, present exhibits showing the overall impact of the OMPP 

but we will not show how the current loss costs are developed. 
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II An Overview of the OMPP 

The details of the coverage under the old plan and the OMPP are described in the exhibits 

and in Section IV. In this Section we wiU provide an overview of the Ontario automobile 

policy, describe the major changes under the OMPP and provide some of the reasons for 

these changes. 

AU provinces in Canada provide no-fault benefits for disability, medical costs and funeral 

expenses as weU as a lump sum payment upon death resulting from an automobile 

accident. In most provinces, however, these benefits have low maximums. For example 

under Ontario’s old plan the maximum weekly disability benefit was $140, the limit on 

medical expenses was $25,000 and the funeral benefit was $1,000. 

Several recent studies (see bibliography) had recommended that these benefits be increased 

significantly so that victims and their families would be adequately compensated when 

there was no access to tort. It was also recommended that these increased benefits be 

financed by a restriction on tort similar to the thresholds’ in Michigan and New York. 

While the discussion of enhanced no-fault benefits continued in the background, the 

government froze automobile insurance rates on April 23, 1987. While several small 

increases were later permitted, by late 1989 rate increases in excess of 30% were required 

to bring premiums up to profitable levels. The government, of course, was reluctant to 

permit a rate increase of this magnitude. 

Since the no-fault studies had indicated that pure no-fault or threshold no-fault could 

reduce loss costs, the government saw thii as a solution to their dilemma. The final 

solution was largely dictated by the government’s desire to avoid a rate increase, however, 

this was impossible so a rate increase was permitted in urban areas only. 
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In its final implementation, the OMPP increased the disability maximum to $600 per 

week, the medical expense limit to $500,000 and the funeral benefit to $3,000. In 

addition, the eligibility requirements for disability benefits were broadened and a long term 

care benefit with a maximum of $500,000 was added. There was, however, no provision 

for indexing these benefits primarily because of the increased costs which would have 

resulted. 

The threshold which is probably the strictest in North America, restricts tort recovery to 

(i) death, (ii) permanent serious disfigurement and (iii) permanent serious impairment of 

an important bodily function caused by a continuing injury which is physical in nature. 

This strict threshold resulted both from a desire to limit costs and to avoid the problems 

that have caused the erosion of thresholds in the U.S.A. Only time will tell whether it 

succeeds or not. 

In addition to the threshold, other changes were introduced to reduce premiums. First, 

premium tax was eliminated for private passenger vehicles. Second, subrogation by the 

Ontario Hospital Insurance Plan against automobile insurers was eliminated. (Prior to this 

change, subrogation was based on a formula percentage of premium). Third, tort reform 

was introduced which permitted deduction from tort awards of all employment related 

indemnity income and government income replacement (except Old Age Security) and 

reduced pre-judgement interest on general damages to 2.5%. Fourth, traffic fines for 

speeding were doubled and police enforcement was increased. Fifth, the Ontario Insurance 

Commission was established and given the power to regulate automobile premiums. 

As mentioned above, these changes were not sufficient to eliminate the need for a rate 

increase. Companies were therefore permitted to increase premiums by up to 8% in the 

major metropolitan areas. No increases were permitted in the rest of the province. 
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III Discounted Loss Costs 

When estimating the impact of the OMPP on incurred losses, we have compared the cost 

of each coverage on a discounted basis. This approach was taken because the timing of 

payments is significant for a rich package of no-fault benefits. 

In this paper we have used a rate of 8% which is similar to returns earned by Canadian 

insurers in 1987 and similar to rates used in previous studies12]. Current interest rates are 

higher and in order to test the impact of higher interest rates, we also performed the 

calculation using 9%. This change increased the savings under the OMPP by less than 

0.1% (compare Exhibits I & I-A). It should be noted that increasing the interest rate 

from 8% to 9% actually reduced the discounted losses under OMPP by 1.4%, however, in 

Exhibit I-A loss costs before OMPP have also been discounted at 9%. 

Since small changes in the interest rate have little impact on the relative reduction in 

premium under the OMPP we have used an 8% rate in our analysis. Exhibits I-A, IV+& 

V-5A, VI-A, VII-A and VIII-A show the impact of using 9%. 

IV Impact of OMPP by Coverage 

1. Funeral Benefits 

The OMPP now covers all funeral expenses incurred up to a maximum of $3000 

per deceased person as compared to the previous limit of $1,000. If we assume 

that all claimants receive the maximum, the increase is 200%. 

2. Death Benefits 

The benefits under both systems are summarized in Exhibit II-l. Basically, the 

benefits payable for the death of the head of the household or his/her spouse have 

increased horn $10,000 for the first dependent and $1,000 for each additional 
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dependent to $25,000 for the first and $10,000 for each dependent after the first. 

The benefit payable on the death of a dependent has increased from $2,000 to 

$10,000. 

Clearly the average claim payment and percentage increase depend on the average 

number of dependents and the ratio of deaths of dependents to deaths of the head 

of household or spouse. We have based these estimates on census and tax data 

reducing the number of dependent children to reflect the fact that automobile 

fatality rates are much lower at the younger ages. 

It should be noted that we ignored multiple deaths since the impact was small and 

accurate statistics unavailable. 

The population data was taken from the 1986 Census - Statistics Canada. The 

population distribution by tylx of family was used to estimate the distribution of 

claimants. The average number of denendent children is estimated by taking the 

average number of children from the census data and dividing by the ratio of the 

total number of children in the census data to the number of dependent children 

claimed for tax purposes. The resulting average number of dependent children was 

1.6 for two parent families and 1.3 for single parent families. The number of other 

dependents was taken from the number of other dependents claimed for tax 

Pu’p0se-s. 

Based on data from the Ontario Road Safety Report of 1987, we concluded that 

dependent children have half the likelihood of adults of being killed in an 

automobile accident (see Exhibit III-3). We therefore reduced the number of 

dependent children by 50% in our calculations. 
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The average benefit under both, the old plan and OMPP, were calculated for each 

category of claimant by multiplying the number of recipients by the death benefit 

payable. For example, for the death of a head of the household in a two parent 

family, the average benefit would be: 

Old Plan = 1 x $10,000 + 1.6 x $1,000 = $11,600 

OMPP = 1 x $25,000 + 1.6 x $10,000 = $41,000 

The overall impact is calculated as: 

New Averape Benefit x Number of Claimants 

Old Average Benefit x Number of Claimants 

The resulting increase is 223.9% as shown in Exhibit 1113. 

3. al,Rehabititation Medic 

In Canada, a large portion of the medical and hospital expenses are covered by 

government plans, however items such as drugs, prothesis, rehabilitation and 

structural changes to homes are not covered. The OMPP also covers expenses in 

excess of those covered by public or private plans including rehabilitation to a 

maximum of $500,000. This is a significant increase over the previous maximum 

of $25,000 and, considering the government health plan, provides virtually 

unlimited coverage. The OMPP also provides for long term care expenses incurred 

by the victim or his (her) family up to $3000 a month with a lifetime maximum of 

$500,000. 

The primary considerations in estimating the increased costs of this coverage are 

0 the number and distribution by amount of claims in excess of $25,000; 
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0 the increased frequency of claims due to the lack of tort recovery; 

0 the frequency of long term care which is a new benefit; and 

0 the increased utilization of rehabilitation (and medical) benefits due to the 

higher limit. 

We resolved these questions by assuming that the medical and rehabilitation costs 

depend on the length of disability as shown in Exhibit IV-2. The disability table of 

the “Rkgie d’Assurance Automobile du Qdbec” (RAAQ) was used to calculate the 

distribution by length of disability. The disability table of the Rtgie provides the 

number of automobile victims disabled at various durations. It is based on 

automobile accident experience in the province of Quebec and was last updated in 

1983. We further assumed that only 10% of those disabled over three years would 

require the long term care benefit. For rehabilitation benefits we assumed that the 

duration would be one year for those disabled one to two years and, two years for 

those disabled for two years or more. 

For people recovering in the first year, we assumed that the average claim will 

remain the same under OMPP as it was under the old plan. Based on industry 

statistics, the average claim for disability of less than 1 year was estimated at $500. 

Under the old plan, for victims with injuries lasting one year or more, we assumed 

the maximum of $25,000 is reached. Furthermore, we assume all medical expenses 

are paid at the time of the accident (up-front). 

The average benefit, under OMPP, wascalculated by adding the medical benefit 

(paid up-front) to the present value of the weekly rehabilitation benefit for the 

payment period. For example, victims disabled for 1 to 2 years receive $25,000 for 
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medical costs and $500 per week during one (1) year for rehabilitation starting 6 

months after the time of the accident. Consequently, the average benefit is 

$25,000 plus the present value of 52 weekly payments of $500 commencing at 

week 27. 

A similar calculation applies to claimants disabled for 2 to 3 years, except that the 

rehabilitation lasts 2 years and the medical coverage is $50,000. 

Finally, we assume that 10% of the people disabled for more than 3 years will 

receive the maximum long term care benefit of $3,000 per month for the duration 

of their disability or 14 years at which time the lifetime maximum is reached, 

The overall average benefits pre-OMPP and post-OMPP are calculated as the sum 

of the average benefit by duration multipled by the percentage of disabled claimants 

at each duration. 

The impact was determined as the ratio of both overall average-s. Finally, the 

resulting impact was increased by a f&-ther 15% to account for the increased 

frequency due to the lack of tort recovery and the addition of long term care. 

We estimated an increase of 240.6% over the current medical costs (Exhibit IV-4). 

The medical expenses are one of the most difficult to cost because of the lack of 

historical data and dif&ulty in predicting the reaction to increased benefit levels. 

Due to the government plans, medical costs represent a lower portion of the overall 

losses in Canada relative to the U.S.A. Therefore, a large percentage change in 

medical costs would only have a small impact on total costs. For example, if the 

actual increase in medical costs was twice our estimate, the loss cost would increase 
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by only 4%. Conversely, if medical costs did not increase at all, the loss cost would 

be 4% less. 

4. Disabilitv Income Replacement & Home and Child Care Benefits 

The major changes in this coverage under OMPP are the increase in the maximum 

weekly benefit from $140 to $600, the introduction of a minimum weekly income 

benefit of $185 and the extension of coverage to students & pre-schoolers. 

The significant increase in the level of weekly income replacement and the tort 

restrictions will likely affect the utilization of that coverage by the employed 

population. We therefore assumed a 25% increase in the frequency. 

Following the same logic used for death benefits, we assumed the distribution of 

claimants would be similar to the general population based on tax and census data. 

The number of student claimants was adjusted to reflect their reduced or increased 

exposure to injuries in automobile accidents using statistics published in the Ontario 

Road and Safety Report of 1987 as shown on Exhibit V-4. All the assumptions 

regarding the distribution of claimants by category are set out in Exhibit V. 

The average weekly income under the old plan and OMPP was calculated using 

Income Tax data from 1986. The 1986 Income was judgmentally increased by 

5.5% a year to bring it to the 1991 level. We also assumed that 50% of the wage 

earners with salaries over $20,000 have collateral source benefits and claim an 

average of only 10% of gross income subject to the minimum and maximum 

benefits. 

The estimated average weekly benefits payable of $129.03 under the Old Plan and 

$298.35 under OMPP are shown in Exhibit XII. These averages are reduced at age 

65 by the average weekly pension benefit of $75 (from Statistics Canada). 
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Therefore, using the disability table of the RAAQ and a maximum lifespan of 100 

years, the average benefit for the employed and deemed employed was calculated as 

follows: 

EmfAoved (average age 37 years) 

Old Plan = 

WBNO [PV (2wks) - PV (Iwk)J + WBO [PV(28yrs) - 

PV(2wk.91 + (WBO - $75) [PV (63yrs) - PV (28 yrs)] 

OMPP = 

WBO [PV(28yrs) - PV(lwk)] + (WBO - $75) [PV (63yrs) - PV 

WW41 

Deemed emoloved (average age 37 years) 

The deemed employed are also assumed to be eligible to the disability 

pension of $63.41 benefit after 17 weeks. 

Old Plan = 

(WBNO - $63.41) [PV (28yrs) - PV (17wks) + (WBNO - $75) 

[PV (63yrs) - PV (28yrs)I 

OMPP = 

(WI30 - $63.41) [PV (28yrs) - PV (17wk.s) + (WBO - $75) [PV 

(63yrs) - PV (28yrs)] 

Where WBO = Weekly benefit with offset 
WBNO = Weekly benefit without offset 
PV (x) = Present value of a non-indexed annuity for a 

period of x based on the Quebec Disability 
Table (Exhibit XIII) 
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5. 

Similar calculations were used for the other claimant categories based on their 

respective benefits entitlement. 

Using an 8% return on investment in calculating the present value of benefits, we 

estimated an increase of 289.4% over the current costs (Exhibit V-5). A 9% rate 

of return resulted in a slightly lower increase of 278.7%, however, the difference 

did not materially affect the overall results. 

Direct Comr>ensation of ProDertv Damape Losses 

The concept of direct compensation of property damage liability was introduced as 

part of the OMPP and is similar to inverse liability which was introduced in Quebec 

in 1978. Direct compensation provides for payment of property damage losses for 

which the insured was not at fault by the insured’s own insurer. 

This system allows the insurer to base property damage liability rates on the 

insured’s vehicle and based on experience in Quebec, the differentials for third party 

property damage liability are similar to collision differentials for each vehicle group. 

In the year immediately following the introduction of the inverse liability plan in 

Quebec, losses increased by roughly 10% (see Exhibit IX). This increase has been 

attributed to more generous treatment of insureds by their own insurer as opposed 

to a third party. In addition, for many accidents where fault is questionable, 

neither party is considered “at-fault” and both parties are compensated, therefore 

increasing total losses. Anticipating a similar impact in Ontario, we have increased 

the property damage liability losses by 10%. 
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6. Bodilv Iniurv Liabilitv 

The inability to sue under the verbal threshold will eliminate most bodily injury 

claims. The remaining claims wiU be further offset by the increased no-fault 

benefits and tort reform. 

The effectiveness of the threshold clearly has a large impact on incurred losses under 

OMPP, however, the impact is diflicult to estimate due to insufficient data and 

uncertainty over how the courts wiU interpret the threshold. 

Several approaches can be used to estimate the potential savings under the 

threshold. The following paragraphs describe some factors and considerations in 

selecting the threshold assumptions: 

0 Sample of Claims: If the threshold can be defined as given types of 

“injuries” such as fatalities, brain damage, quadriplegic etc... then the savings 

from the threshold can be estimated using a sample of closed claims by type 

of injuries. A calendar year is an appropriate choice as they will contain all 

sizes and types of claims. The use of closed claims is important so that the 

ultimate values of the claims are known. This approach can be used to 

estimate the percentage of claims and/or dollars of loss eliminated, 

0 If the percentage of claims eliminated is known, then incurred dollars 

eliminated from the sample can be estimated using a size of loss distribution 

for Bodily Injury (BI) claims assuming that most of the claims eliminated 

would be the smaller claims. Should the sample be biased by a 

disproportionate number of large claims, the estimated savings could be 

understated or vice versa. The BI loss distribution can also be used to assess 

the reasonableness of the minimum siz.e of loss that would remain in tort. 
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0 Experience from other jurisdictions: In order to obtain estimates of the 

savings, one could look at other jurisdictions’ loss data and experience. 

However, differences in the limits of coverage, the density of traffic and the 

legal climate, may significantly affect the results. 

l Limits of Coverage: The compulsory liability limit in Ontario is $200,000. 

To use a loss distribution for lower limits would result in overstating the 

percentage of dollars of losses for a similar percentage of claims eliminated. 

0 Density of traffic: A large number of minor accidents occur in high density 

traffic areas. Since minor accidents are less likely to penetrate the threshold 

the savings would be smaller if the high density traffic experience is excluded. 

0 Legal Climate: The average size of a loss is higher in jurisdictions with a 

high level of lawsuit activity. Therefore, the savings in these areas would be 

higher than elsewhere as claims are removed from tort. However, it is more 

likely that the threshold would be eroded in these areas. 

The approach we used was to judgementally estimate the percentage of claims that 

would be eliminated using data from the AU-Industry Research Advisory Council 

(AIRAC - 1989) and use an Ontario size of loss distribution to estimate the dollars 

of loss eliminated. There were, however, two problems in interpreting the AIRAC 

data. First, there were differences by state and second, a certain amount of 

judgement was required to determine which injuries would meet the threshold. 

Therefore, it was impossible to obtain a precise answer and we concluded that 

serious injuries would account for 5% to 9% of all injuries. (For example the total 

in Table 6-13 for Scar/Disfigurement, fracture of a weight bearing bone, internal 

organ, permanent brain injury, loss of body part paralysis/paresis, TM J dysfunction, 
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loss of senses and fatality account for 8.5% of injuries which reduces to 5.1% if 

double counting is eliminated). 

Since there is a significant difference between these estimates, we felt it would be 

better to calculate our estimates under two scenarios. In Scenario A we assumed 

10% of claims would meet the threshold and in Scenario B we assumed 6% of 

claims would meet the threshold. The additional 1% was added to allow for some 

erosion of the threshold over a strict interpretation of the statistics. The reduction 

in total dollars of loss was 36.5% for Scenario A and 45% for Scenario B. 

While the effectiveness of the threshold has the largest impact on bodily injury 

costs, there are further reductions resulting from the increased no-fault benefits and 

tort reform. 

Based on findings in the Osborne Report I21 65% of the victims are not totally at , 

fault. Therefore, 65% of the enhanced no-fault benefits meeting the threshold 

would be of&et by a dollar-for-dollar third party liability reduction were it not for 

the threshold. Taking the threshold into account the reduction due to enriched no- 

fault benefits will equal: 

Where: 

.65 x (1-A) x (B-C) 

A = % of losses eliminated by the verbal threshold. 

B = Accident Benefits under no-fault. 

C = Accident Benefits under tort. 

The collateral source rule will also eliminate recovery under tort for pecuniary losses 

already compensated through income replacement coverage from other sources 

(such as employee disability plan). An industry study showed that the savings will 

be 6% of the total Bodily Injury Losses. 
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There will also be reduction in the prejudgment interest rate which we have 

estimated at about 20% of the prejudgment interest portion of BI losses or 2% of 

total BI losses. 

Finally, out-of-province accidents wiU not fall under the OMPP and they represent 

2% of all losses (as per Osborne). They are excluded from the total impact. 

Therefore the introduction of a verbal threshold will reduce the Third Party Bodily 

Injury Loss by an amount equal to the sum of 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

the percentage of losses eliminated by the verbal threshold 

the reduction in tort recovery for Enriched No-Fault Benefits 

the reduction in tort recovery for benefits received from other sources 

of income replacement (Collateral Benefits Rules) 

(4) the reduction in pre-judgement interest rate 

The total reduction in BI losses will equal: 

(l-.02) [.365 + .65 (l-.365) (I ncreased in Accident Benefits as 1% of BI 

loss costs) + (1 - .365) (Collateral Benefits (6%)) + (1 - .365) (Pre 

Judgement Interest (2%))] 

Exhibit VI and VI-A show the impact of the threshold on BI losses using 8% and 

9% interest rate respectively. 

While the difference between Scenarios A and B may appear large, the total savings 

for aU lines combined under Scenario B are only 3.3 percentage points higher than 

under Scenario A. 
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7. Other Coveraees 

The no-fault system also affects the Uninsured Motorist Coverage, the Family 

Protection Endorsement and the Quebec Supplementary Benefits. 

Under the Uninsured Motorist Coverage victims are covered up to the mandatory 

third part limit of $200,000. Therefore, we used the same assumption as for 

bodily injury but capped the loss distribution at $200,000. 

The SEF 44 (Family Protection Endorsement) covers the difference between an 

insured’s limit of insurance and the third party’s coverage. The minimum 

mandatory limit in Ontario is $200,000 and we assumed that the distribution of 

losses over $200,000 would be representative of SEF 44 losses and that all SEF 44 

losses wiU pierce the threshold. 

(l-OP) [(l-OP)(THR + .65(1-TI-IR)(IAB) + (l-THR) CB + 

(1-T-IWPJI)I 

OP = Percent of Out of Province accidents, 2% 

THR = Percent reduction due to threshold (i.e. 36.5% for Scenario A 

and 45% for Scenario B) 

IAB= Increase in accident benefit losses as a percent of BI loss costs 

CB = Percent reduction due to collateral benefits 

PJI = Percent reduction due to pre-judgement interest 

The remaining assumptions were the same as for BI. 

Since SEF 44 claims already exceed policy limits of $200,000 a large portion of 

these claims wiU also exceed the SEF 44 limit. In these cases the above savings wiU 
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not be realized. While the data is limited, we have assumed that the offsets will 

only be effective in 45% of the cases. The results are shown in 

Exhibit VIII. 

Finally, Ontario and Quebec have a joint agreement under which an Ontario driver 

injured in Quebec would receive the Quebec no-fault benefits. The cost of this 

coverage is small and the impact is shown in Exhibit X. 

V Determination of the Average Premium 

The estimated adjustment factors shown in Exhibit I for total liability and accident benefits 

can now be used as an adjustment to loss costs in the rating process. This will enable 

companies to use their normal rating methods in developing premiums for OMPP. 

Under the OMPP, it is also necessary to split the old liability coverage between direct 

compensation and liability. This split can be obtained using the OMPP discounted loss 

costs for bodily injury and property damage. The non-automobile property damage losses 

which wiU remain as part of the liability premium are small and can be estimated on a 

judgemental basis. 

In determining the final premiums under the OMPP the rating formula for some coverages 

was modified. First the accident benefits (no-fault) premium was flat rated under the old 

plan. Thii treatment may not have been appropriate, however, the total premium was 

small. Under the OMPP the accident benefits premium is now significantly larger and 

most companies are using the liability classification factors for the accident benefits factors. 

In addition some companies have added discounts and surcharges by type of vehicle 

judgementally based on data from the Highway Loss Data Institute. 
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Second, as mentioned above, companies are incorporating vehicle rate group factors into 

their direct compensation premiums. Since the direct compensation coverage is almost 

identical to the inverse liability coverage in Quebec most companies used their Quebec rate 

group differentials for the initial rates. 

In addition, since insurance companies would now be paying for not at fault accidents, the 

credits for good drivers and surcharges for bad drivers were reduced for the direct 

compensation coverages. Again most companies followed their Quebec experience when 

selecting these factors. 

VI Conclusion 

Our purpose in writing this paper was to document the methods and assumptions used to 

price automobile insurance under the OMPP and to describe the background leading to 

the implementation of the plan. 

As experience is accumulated under this plan it will be interesting and instructive to 

compare the actual results to the projected results. The OMPP, however, may be short 

lived as the party which introduced it was defeated in a recent election and the new 

government has announced their intention to make major modifications. 
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Verbal Threshold No-Fault in Canada costin of E Exhibit I 

Private Passeneer Automobile 

OLD PLlul 
- 

BENEFITS LOSSCOSt 

NJ 

Medical (a) $13.08 
Funeral (b) 0.17 
De& (c) I.11 
Disability (d) 21.65 
Quebec Part III (e) 0.66 

TOTAL NO FAULT $36.67 

Uninsured Motorist-BI (0 $11.62 
-PD (9) 1.74 

(1) TOTAL ACCIDENT BENEFITS $50.03 

Bodily Injury (h) $369.03 

Property D-s (0 $91.11 
O.H.I.P. s14.w 
SEF 44 (if $11.42 

(2) TOTAL LIABILITY 485.56 

0) TOTAL LIABILITY AND ACC. BENEFI $535.59 

(=JMU)&Of) 

(4) COLLISION 

(5) COMPREHENSIVE 

(6) TOTAL LOSS COST 

C SUM (0 TO (5) 1 

$144.73 

$4s.w 

$728.32 

Facton 
(*) 

240.6% 
2w.O% 
223.9% 
289.4% 
-31.8% 

263.8% 

-58.5% 
0.0% 

179.8% 

-51.5% 
10.0% 

-100.0% 
-12.7% 

-40.4% 

-19.9% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

-14.6% 

5133.41 

$4.82 
1.74 

5139.97 

5178.98 
$100.22 

so.00 
$9.97 

$289.17 

$429.14 

$144.73 

$48.00 

$621.87 

Adjwtmnat - 
a 
(%) 

240.6% 
200.0% 
223.9% 
289.4% 
-31.8% 

263.8% 

-66.5% 
0.0% 

177.9% 

-57.7% 
10.0% 

-IoaO% 
-12.7% 

-45.2% 

-24.3% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

-17.9% 

5133.41 

$3.89 
1.74 

$139.04 

S156.1C 
$100.22 

s0.w 
$9.97 

5266.29 

$405.33 

$144.73 

s48.W 

$598.06 

SCENARIO A assumt8 90% of the (#) claims nnd 36.5% of the (s) loma are &mImted by the threabold 
SCENARIO B assume 94% of the (#) claims and 45.0% of the ($) I- are. dimimti by the tlueshold 

(a) Exhibit II (d) Exhibit V 
(b) Exhibit II (e) Exhibit X 
(c) Exhibit nr (f) Exhibit VII 

(g) A.%sume no change 
(h) Exhibit VI 
(i) ExbibIt M 
(j) ExbibIt WI 
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Costing of Verbal Threshold No-Fault in Canada Exhibit I-A 

OLD PLAP 
- 

BENBFITS LorsCost 
(9 

Medical (a) $12.81 
Funeral (b) 0.17 

Death 6) 1.10 
Disability (d) 21.28 
~utbcc part In (c) 0.64 

padon 
ce 

237.8% 
200.0% 
223.9% 
278.7% 
-31.8% 

m 
(%I 

237.8% 
200.0% 
223.9% 
278.7% 
-31.8% 

TOTAL NO FAULT $36.06 256.5% $128.55 256.5% $128.55 

Uninsured Motorist-BI (f~ $11.25 
-PD (g) $1.74 

(I) TOTAL ACCIDENT BENEFITS $49.05 

B&~Y Wry (h) $360.36 
Property Damage (1) $90.63 
O.H.I.P. $14.00 
SEF 44 (j) $11.42 

Q) TOTAL LIABILITY $476.42 

(3) TOTAL LIABILITY AND ACC. BENEFI 5525.46 

( SUM (1) 8~ (2) 1 

(4) COLLISION $144.73 0.0% 

(5) COMPRJZHENSNB s48.w 0.0% 

(6) TOTAL LOSS COST $718.19 

UM mw2w(4m ) 

-58.3% 
0.0% 

175.2% 

-51.2% 
10.0% 

-100.0% 
-12.6% 

-40.1% 

-20.0% 

-14.6% 

$4.69 
1.74 

$134.98 

$175.86 
$99.70 

so.00 
s9.9s 

$285.54 

$420.52 

$144.73 

$48.00 

$613.25 

-66.4% 
0.0% 

173.4% 

-57.5% 
10.0% 

-100.0% 
-12.6% 

-44.8% 

-24.5% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

-17.9% 

53.78 
1.74 

$134.07 

$153. I5 
$99.70 

so.00 
$9.98 

$262.83 

$396.91 

$144.73 

$48.00 

$589.64 

SCENARIO A assumed 90% of the Q claim and 36.5% of the (5) 1- arc Gmbuted by the threshold 
SCENARIO B as.wmeo 94% of the (n) claim md 45.0% of the ($) losscs’me ellmlmted by the tbrmhold 

(a) Exbiblt II (d) Exhibit V (9) Asaumcmchange 
(b) Exblblt II (e) Exhibitx (h) ExblbltVI 
(c) Exblblt III (f) Exblblt VII (i) Exhibit IX 
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COSTING OF VERBAL, TEDCESHOID 
NO-FAULT LN CANADA 

Exhibit II 

+peT incurred up to $3,000 per insured 
deceased person. deceased person. 

I J 

All expected claimants will get the new maximum. 

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR 

OMPP [$3,000/$1,000] - 1 = 200% increase. 
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COSTDTG OF VERBAL THRESHOm 
NO-FAULT IN CQNALlA 

0 $10,000 to surviving spouse or surviving 0 
dependent if no survivmg spouse 

$25,000 to surviving souse or first surviving 
dependent if no survivmg spouse 

l $1,000 to surviving dependent other than the 
first 

l $10,000 to each additional surviving 
dependent 

l $2,000 for each deceased dependent 0 $10,000 to surviving parent of a deceased 
dependent 

Exhibit III-1 

l $10,000 to brothers or sisters if no surviving 
parents 

1. 

2. 

The population distribution by type of family is used to estimate the distribution of claimants. 

The number of wholly dependent children claimed for tax purposes is an appropriite surrogate for 
the number of dependent children. 

3. The average # of dependent children per family is estimated from the distribution of families by sii 
prorating the total children (1.92) per family to the number of dependent children. 
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COSTlNG OF JJIXBAL ITIRESHOW 
NO-FAULT LN CXNADA 

COSTING ASSuMM?ONS 

4. The number of other dependents claimed for tax exemption is a reasonable surrogate for the 
number of other dependents. 

5. Accidents involving two or more family members were ignored. This assumption will not 
significantly impact the calculation of the change in benefit. 

1 

6. Dependent children have 50% of the likelihood of the parents of being killed in an accident. 
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Costing of No-Fault Threshold in Canada Exhibit III-3 

ESTIMATED IMPACX OVER THE OLD PLAN 

TYPE OF BENEFICIARY 
Husband & Wife Familica 
S~JSC with Children 
Spouse with no children 

AVCIagC 
Number of Estimated Estimatad OLDPLAN O.M.P.P. 

- - 
Jkpmdcnt 1590 claimant Bcdlt BeneFti 
Children Pouulation Pooulation pllvablc pavablc 

0) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1.6 1,338&S 2,676,930 511.600 w,ooo 

816,525 1,633.050 SlO,OOO 52.5,ooo 

Sin e Parent Families 
Dependent child(ren) 1.3 290.755 

Otbcr Dependent 26,610 

Dependent Children 2.485,Ul 

AVERAGE BENEFIT 

ESTIMATED 96 IMPACT OVER CURRENT COST: 
fF’mpn& Average Bcaeflt / Cunmt Averago BcdX] - 1 

290,755 $lO,u)o 528,ooO 

26,610 s*,ooo $lO,ooO 

1242,636 s2,Om S10.000 

$9,015 $29,202 

223.9% 

(I) Number of Dcpendentu Childrcn is &im&d prorating the number of dqendent children 
to the total number of childrca 

(2) Population Statistics from Census Data. Number of Dqcadcata from Income Tax Data 
(3) For FamiIics : Number of families times number of Adults (1 or 2) 

Dependent children are assumed to have SO% of the probability of an adult to be killed 
in an accident. Data from The Ontario Mbxistzy of Transportation - Ontario Road and Safety Report 1987 

- 

oto17 
25 and over 

Rdafhro 
16 of Pmbabilii 

%Kiucd Pomdatioo of Claim 

(a) @) wm 
12.8% 25.1% 51.0% 
63.1% 62.9% lcQ.396 

(4) Two Parent Familis: $lO,ooO for Fust survivor plus $lCOO timcs no. of children 
Single Parent Familica: SlO,ooO for First survivor plwr $WOO times (no. of childrca minus I) 
other: s2,Om 

(5) Two Parcat Familks: $25,000 for Fust survivor plus $lO,Wl times no. of children 
Single Parent Familiex $25000 for fast survivor plus $tO.ooO times (no. of children minus 1) 
other: $lO,ooo 



COSTING OF JCERBAL THRESHOLD 
NO-FAULT m cZANAEA 

l All reasonable medical and rehabilitation 
expenses up to a maximum of $25,000 

l To the extent that these expenses are not 
covered by any public or private plan 

l Medical and rehabilitation expenses must be 
incurred within 4 years from the date of 
accident. 

Evbibit IV-1 

l All reasonabie medical and rehabilitation expenses 
up to a maximum of $500,000 

l To the extent that these expenses are not covered 
by any public or private plan 

l Medical or rehabilitation expenses must be 
incurred within 10 years or 20 years less the age 
of the victim from the accident 

Date of Lone Term Care 

l AU reasonable expenses incurred by the victim or 
his family 

l Maximum $3,OOO/month 

0 Lifetime maximum $500,000 

1. The frequency will increase by 15% because of the enriched benefits. The addition of long term care 
will also increase the number of claimants as thin coverage does not currently exist. The tort 
limitation will also make insureds more benefit conscious to ensure their needs are covered 
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COSTEVG OF ‘VERBAL THRESHOLD lz%Tbibit Iv-2 
NO-FAULT IN CANADA 

I : : ,: CQSlXyIG tt;SSUM~ONS 

The current average medical claim is estimated at $500 (Based on Industry Data) 

3. From the Qu&ec disabiity table we have that 93.5% of injured persons will recover within 1 year. 
For these people, we assume the average claim would remain the same as under the old plan. 

4. Under the old plan, for victims with injuries lasting for one year or more, we assumed the maximum 
of $25,000 is reached. 

5. Under OMPP, we have assumed the following payments depending on the duration: 

96 of 
Duration Claimants Medical Rehabilitation Lone Term Care 

1 toayears 100% $ 25,000 $500/week nil 

2to3years 100% $ 50,000 $500/week nil 

3+years 90% $ 50,000 $500/week nil 

3+years 10% $250,000 $500/week $3,00O/month 

I All medical expenses are paid up front. 
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COSmG OF t?ZRRAL TiBlESHOLB 
NO-FAULT IN CL+.&%DA 

Exhibit Iv-3 

6. We assumed that rehabilitation takes place for a period of 1 year for people disabled 1 to 2 years and 
on average 2 years for people disabled more than 2 years. 
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Pricimz of Threshold No-Fault Insuranm in Canada Exhibit IV4 

LENQTH 

OF 
DISABILITY 96 DISABLED 

(1) Q (8) 

1 YEAR OR LESS 93.5% 
1 TOZYEARS 3.5% 
2TO3YEARS 1.0% 

3+ YEARS 2.0% 

TOTAL 100% 

CHANGE IN FREQUENCY 

I- % impact I{l.l5 x (4M3H-11 

OLD PLAN 

P.V. of 
BENEFITS 

(3) @) 

ssal 
szs.ooo 
s25,ooo 
s2s.ooo 

$2,093 

O.M.P.P. 

P.V. of 
BENEFITS 

(4) (4 

s500 
s48390 
$96,138 

$152.689 

$6.197 

15.0% 

240.64 

Nota: 
(a) From the Qudwx Disability Plan 
(b) Based on industry data. the. OLD PLAN average lom for Medical is $500. 

Vii dlmbled for over 1 year receive the maximum currat beaefti. 
Medical paymcnta arc assumed to bc. made at the hegimiog of the period. 

(c) The P.V. of Beaefti la calculated aa follows : 

1 to 2 Years : $25,0K1+ PV(500,.08/52,78) - PV(soO,.O8/52,26) 
2 to 3 Years : S50,CCO + PV(5KI,.O8/52,130)-PV(SOO,.O815236) 
J+Yurrs : [.9x(SM.CW+PV(500..08/52.13O)-PV(SOO..08152,26)]+ 

[.1x(~,ooo+PV(Mo..08/52,130)-PV(MO..08/52,26)r(692.30+PVD(14)/.02)1 
where PV($,l/52,3 is the present value of a weekIy indemnity of S during n weeks 
at 1% per ammm. And PVD IB the Present Value of a disability annuity for 14 years. 
The lifetime Maximum ia reached after 14 years. 

More dcails are put of the Assumptions section. 
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Exhibit IV-4A 

LENGTH 

OF A STILL 
DISABILITY DISABLED BENEFITS BENEFITS 

(1) (2) (6) (3) @) (4) w 

1 YEAR OR LESS 93.5% ssoo ssoo 
1 TO 2 YEARS 3.5% S25.CGO $48,752 
2 TO 3 YEARS 1.0% 525,ooo $95.460 

3+ YEARS 2.0% s25.ooo $150.891 

TOTAL 100% $2,093 $6,146 

CHANGE IN FREQUENCY 15.0% 

% 237.8461 

(a) From the Quebec Diiility Plan 
(h) Based on industry data, the OLD PLAN average loss for Medical is $500. 

VictIma disabled for over 1 year racive the maximum current benefits. 
Medical paymeat erc assumed to be made at the begin&g of the period. 

(c) The P.V. of Benefits is calculatul es follows : 

1 to 2 Years : S25,CCO + PV(500..09/52.78) - PV(5C0..09/52,26) 
2 to 3 Years : $5O,WO + PV(5W,.W52,130)-PV(500,.09/52.26) 
3+Yeam : [.9x($50,CW+PV(500,.09/52,130)-PV(500..09/52,26)]+ 

[.1~(~,0001PV(500..09/52,1U))-PV(500..09/52,26)+(692.30*PVD(14)/.02)] 
Where PV($,U52,n) is the present value. of a wockly indemnity of S during n w&s 
at i% pw armurn. And PVD is the Prcaat Value of a disability mmulty for 14 years. 
The llfetlme MaxImum is reached after 14 years. 

More details are part of the Assumptions SectIon. 
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COSTING OF J’BUL4L TYHRESHOLD 
NO-FAULT IN GQNADA 

: W&ME1 
&,p& : 

Total Disabilitv 

l Inability to perform an occupation for which 
the insured rs Y reasonab y suited 

l Must occur within 20 days of the accident 

l Waiting period: 1 week 

l Indexation: none 

l Maximum duration: 

__ 2 years unless the insured cannot perform 
any occupation for which he/she is 
reasonably suited. 

Emnloved or Deemed Emploved: 

0 80% of gross earnings 

l Minimum: none 

l Maximum: $14O/week 

Benefit Offsets: 

-- Any wages or profits received during the 
period of disability except UIC 

-- No offset for the first 2 weeks 

E&bit V-l 

Total or Partial Disability 

l Substantial inability to perform the essential task 
of hii or her occupation 

l Must occur within 2 years of the accident 

l Waiting period: 1 week 

Indexation: None 

l Maximum duration: 

__ 3 years unless the insured cannot perform 
any occupation for which she/he is 
reasonably suited. 

Emploved or Deemed Emploved: 

0 80% of gross earnings 

l Minimum: $185 per week 

l Maximum: $600 per week 

Benefit offsets: 

-- Any wages or profits received during the period 
of disability except UIC 

-- At age 65, CPP, OAS or private pension plan 

UnemDloved 

l $185 per week less any income received except 
UIC benefits 

l Must be 16 years of age 

l Must be unable to perform all duties 
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COSTLNG OF TJIER&U !iCHRESHOD 
NO-FAL%T IN CXlG4DA 

&Mbit V-2 

‘. : .::. 

(. ., $&q&q i. ..... -.- ; :.;i’ ‘,-: .c :. .. a&$@ ,..: ,I:,. ,,g ,:;..I: “. . ..i : 

$5O/week for each dependent less than 16 years old or 
l Homemakers mentally or physically disabled 

l $70 per week Maximum $200 per week 

l Maximum: 12 weeks Not payable in addition to income replacement 
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COSmG OF ??ERBAL THRESHOLD 
NO-E-AU&T m CAhMDA 

Exhibit V-3 

1. The disability wili follow the 1983 R.A.A.Q. Table adjusted to consider the change r requirement afler 3 years. 

2. The distribution of gross and net income based on the Ontario 1987 Income Distribution from 
Revenue Canada. 

3. The 1987 Gross Income was increased by 5.5% a year for three years to bring it to the level in effect 
during 1990. I 

4. An unemployment rate of 7.4% was used. We further assumed that 50% of the unemplyed had been 
unemployed for over 6 months. 

5. The number of persons claimed for the married exemption is a reasonable surrogate for the population 
of unpaid home makers. 

6. Half of the employed population earning over $20,000 in 1987 is assumed to have access to short and 
long-term diibiity bencfks from other sources which cover 70% of their gross income. 
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COSTUVG OF VERBAL TlBESHOLD 
NO-FAULT IN CANADA 

Exhibit V-4 

7. Average weekly CPP disability benefit $63.41 
Average weekly pension benefit available at 65 $75.00 
Were used to offset income replacement benefits after age 65 

8. The unemployed received unemployment insurance benefits for the first 2 weeks of disability. 

10. The likelihood of being injured in an accident for various types of claimants relative to an employee is 
assumed to be: 

l Unemployed 100% 

0 Unpaid housekeeper 100% 

l Retirees 40% 

l Pre Schooler 25% 

l Elementary Students 40% 

0 Secondary Students 115% 

l University Students 200% 

11. The average number of dependent children per unpaid housekeeper is the same as the average 
number of dependents per family for the general population (1.52). 

12. AU injured housekeepers will incur the maximum expenses permitted for home and chid care. 

13. The higher benefits and tort restrictions will result in a 25% increase in utilization for the employed 
population. 
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Costing of No-Fatif Threshold in Canada 1 Exhibit V-5 

Ok&ii Income Ika&s 
Home k Child Care Replacement 

SI’LMATED IMPACT OVER THE OLD PLAN 

TYPE OF 
CLAIMANTS 

(1) 

ESTIMATED O.M.P.P. O.M.P.P. OLD PLAN OLD PLAN 
AVERAG ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 

CLAIMAN POPULATION CLAIMANTS AVERAGE CLAIMANTS AVERAGE 
&iJ D1STRIRUTIONDISTRIRUTION BENEFIT ISTRIEUTIO BENEFIT 

c-4 w (3) @I (4) (4 (5) (4 (6) W (7) W 

EMPLOYED 
DEEMED EMPLOYED 
STUDENTS: 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 
COLLEGUUNIVERSITY 
PRESCHOOLER 

UNPAID HOUSEKEEPERS - No dcpcndcnt 
UNPAID HOUSEKEEPERS - With dependents (I .5 

AVERAGE BENEFITS 8.187,275 7.428.084 54.986 4.709.642 $2,019 

37 
37 

8.5 
14.5 
20.5 

2 

37 
10 

4.470.236 4,470,236 56,265 
172,494 172,494 54.212 

1,112,05a 444,823 
539,473 620,394 
3co.665 601.330 
631,390 157.S4.S 

364.107 364.107 
596.852 596.852 

5857 
Sl.M)2 
$3.910 

5463 

s3.910 
$5.164 

3.576,189 52.503 
172.494 5907 

0 so 
0 Jo 
0 SO 
0 SO 

364,107 S421 
596.852 5421 

Estimated % Impact Over Current Cost 289.45 

iKWcl,l x WM6)l) - 1 
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costing -of No-%Wt Threshold in Canada Exhibit V-SA 

STIMATED IMPACT OVER THE OLD PLAN 

TYPE OF 

ESTtMATED O.M.P.P. O.M.P.P. OLD PLAN OLD PLAN 
AVBRAG ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 

CLAIMAN POPULATION CLAIMANTS AVERAGE CLAIMANTS AVERAGE 
CLAIMANTS 

(0 

m DISTRIBUTIONDI.STRIBUTION BENEFIT ISTRIBUTIO BENEFIT 

(2) (4 (3) (b) (4) (4 (5) (4 (6) (4 0 (6 

EMPLOYED 
DEEMKD EMPLOYED 
STUDENTS: 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 
COLLEGEJJNIVERSITY 
PRESCHOOLER 

37 4.470.236 4,470,2X 
37 172,494 172,494 

a.5 1,112,058 444,823 
15.5 539,473 620,394 
20.5 300,665 601.330 

3 631,390 157,848 

UNPAID HOUSEKEEPERS - No dqeadent 37 
UNPAID HOUSEKEEPERS-With dependents (1.5 10 

AVERAGE BENEFITS 

$5.627 
$3.838 

$SII 
$1,175 
$3.462 

$197 

364,107 366,107 $3,488 
596,852 596,852 $4.699 

8.187.275 7,428.084 $4437 4.709642 51.848 

3576.189 $2.283 
172.494 5773 

0 IO 
0 $0 
0 SO 
0 50 

36-i. 107 $421 
596,852 3421 
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Cost& of No-Fault Threshold in Canada Exhibit VI 

0) P-tege of 1- e&mbmkd by the Ve&.al Tbrukdd 

0 Tort Offact for &uiched Accident BaefIta 

Scenario A Scenario B 

36.5% 45.0% 

(a) 96 of victims not tot.elIy at fault (A) 65.0% 65.0% 
(b) Accidad Baefti Enbmtcement [133.41-36.671 (B) $96.74 $96.74 

(c) Reduction in the Economic Component of BI claims 

ri 244 x wm x WI v5369.031 CC) 10.8% 9.4% 

(3) ColIatmnl Eeaefim Reduction (D) 6.1% 6.1% 

(4) Pre-ludgmmt~ 0 2.0% 2.0% 

(3 out-of-Province Accident (A) 2.0% 2.0% 

(6) TotelImpctonPublIeLieblli@BcdilyIn]myLawa 

r~-m x r (lk+ra+(:l-w~x~(3)+(4)~1 51.5% 57.7% 

Generio A assumc8 that 90% of the number of claims wiII be eIiiated by the Thrcehold (Exhibit XI) 
S-io B assume8 that 94% of the number of claims wiIl be eliited by the Threshold (Exhibit XI) 

(A) % of victims not toially et fault and out-of-province e&de& were estimeted using the Osborne report fmdings. 
(B) The Accident Benefits Enhancement ia the incrcass in the discounted Loss Cost for No-Fault benefits 

due to the enriched no-fault benefits available under OMPP. From Exhibit I. the OLD PLAN Loss Costs was 536.t 
the discounted NO-FAULT Loss Costs under OMPP is $133.41. 

(C) The Bodily Injury Loss Cost of 369.03 in taken from Exhibit I. The BI claims under OMPP ere reduced by the 
increase in No-F&t benefits. 

(D) Collateral benefits: 21.9% of income replacemeat & special damages (which is 28.0% of total loss@ is removed 
due to the abolition of CollatewJ source rule (IA0 Analysis. November 1989). 

(E) Pre-judgement intereat: The savings wiIl exceed the reduction in tort losses. We assumed en additional 20%. 
Prtiudnement intercat reo-ts 10.2% of all losses. 
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. Q&me of No-Fault Threshold in Canada Exhibit VI-A 

scenario A Scenario B 

36.5% 45.0% Peweatage of I- elM&cd bytbeVsrblTk&kJ 

TortOffmtforEnrkkdAwbk&Ba&b 

(a)%ofvHmsnott&llyatfmdt (A) 65.0% 65.0% 

(b1--- [128.55-36.061 (B) $92.49 $92.49 

(c)BoductionintboEconomicComponatofB1claims 

I{ w x [H~)l x z(b) v3=.361 (C) 10.6% 9.2% 

cQuatedBumfitaBcduction (D) 6.1% 6.1% 

Pra-Judgmmtlokat @) 2.0% 2.0% 

Out-of--Accidmt (A) 2.0% 2.0% 

TotalImpwtonPublkLiabiIityBodilyInjuryLcaa 

rw91 x 1 (wG)+~l-u)w3M4)~ 51.2% 57.5% 

Scamrio A assumed tlmt 90% of the number of claims will be di by the Threshold (Exhibit XI) 
Scenario B UUILI~CB that 94% of the number of claims will bo tlimbmtcd by the Threshold (Exhibit XI) 

(A) % of victima not totally at fault and out-of-ptovlnce accidents were &imakd using the Osborne report fmdings. 
(B) The .4xkknt Beaef& B&azm& b the iacraase in the dkamted Loss Cost for No-Fe& benefits 

due to the onrichcd no-fault benefits availnblo under OMPP. From Exhibit I-A, the. OLD PLAN Low Costa was $3 
the dkotmkd NO-FAULT L..xa Co& under OMFP ir $128.55. 

(C) The Bodily InJury Loso Cost of $360.36 ia taken from Exhibit I-A. The 81 claims under OMPP are reduced by the 
incrcaro In No-Fault baeflts. 

(D) Cdtsreral bon&a: 21.9% of incane replacement & ape&l damager (which L 28.0% of t&al 1os.w) ia removed 
due to the abolition of collateral oowce rule (IA0 ArmIynis, November 1989). 

(E) Pm-judgemcmt ithesk The sa.ge will exceed the reduction in tort losses. We assumed an additional 20%. 

I Pre-judjpxmt interat rqnamta 10.2% of all lossa. 
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Costine of No-Fault Threshold in Canada Exhibit VII 

(1) 

(2) 

Percentage of losses eliminated by the Verbal Threshold (A) 

Tort Off& for Enriched Accident Bcaefti (B) 

(a) 56 of victims nc# totally at fault 65.0% 
(b) Accident Benefti Enhancement [133.41-36.671 $96.74 

(c) Redudion in the Economic Component of claims 
r{ 2(a) x [l-(I)1 x 2(b) )/5369.031 9.0% 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Collateral Benefits Reduction (C) 

Pre-Judgment lntercst (D) 

Out-of-Province Accident (E) 

(6) Total Impact on Uninsured Motorist Losses 

H-(5)1 x I (1)+(2)+{1-(1)}~{(3)~44)}1 

(4 

@) 

w 

CD) 

SceaarioA Scenario B 

46.9% 57.7% 

4.6% 

2.4% 

2.0% 

58.5% 

65.0% 
$96.74 

7.2% 

4.6% 

2.4% 

2.0% 

66.5% 

Scenario A as.wnes that 90% of the number of claims will he elii by the Threshold (Exhibit Xl) 
Scenario B ~s.wnes that 94% of the number of clelms will be eIimbmted by the Threshold (Exhibit Xl) 
We assume lossur limited to $2OO,ooO were rq-tative of the losses under the Uninsured Motorist Coverage 
since the mendatory limit is 5200,Om They mprcaent 79% of all losses. 
The Accident Benefits Enhancement is the increase in the diswmted Loss Cost for No-Fault benefits 
due to the cnrichod no-fault benefti available under OMPP. From Exhibit I, the OLD PLAN Loss Costs was $36.6 
the discounted NO-FAULT Low Co& under O?vIPP is $127.74. Assume to be the same BS for the Bodily Injury co 
The Bodily lnjmy Loss Cost of 369.03 is taken from Exhibit 1. 
Collateral benefti: 21.9% of income replacement Kc special damages (which is 21.0% of total losses) is removed 
due to the abolition of collateral llowce rule (IA0 Analysis, November 1989). 
Prtjudgement interest: The savings will exceed the reduction in tort losses. We assumed an additional 20%. 
Prtjudgement interest represents 12.1% of all lossa 

I (E) 16 of victims not tc+aIly et fault and out-of-province accidents were &imated using the Osborne report fmdings. 
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Costing of No-Fault Threshold in C!anadq Exhibit WI-A 

(1) 

(2) 

Percentage of lossg eliied by the Verbal Tbwhold (A) 

Tori Off& for Enriched Accident Benefti (B) 

(a) % of vi&m not tc&dly at fault 
@) Accident Bonefit Enhancem~t [128.55-36.061 

(c) Reduction in the Exanomic Component of claims 
i{ 2(a) x [l-(l)] x 2@) )1$360.361 

(3) CoIIateral BeneRta Redudion (C) 

(4) 

C-9 

(6) 

Pre-Judgment lnter& (D) 

Out-of-Province Accident (E) 

Total Impact on Uninsured Motorist Lasses 

II-WI x 1 (~)+(~)+(I-(I)}x(O~(~)}J 

Scenario A 

46.9% 

Scenario B 

57.1% 

65.0% 
$92.49 

8.9% 

4.6% 

2.4% 

2.0% 

58.3% 

65.0% 
$92.49 

7.1% 

4.6% 

2.4% 

2.0% 

66.4% 

Scenario A assumw that 90% of the number of clalma will be eliied by the Threshold (Exhibit XI) 
Scanrio B assumea that 94% of the number of claims will be &nin&d by the Threshold (Exhibit XI) 

(A) We assume lossa llmikd to $2oO,ooO were representative of the loseea under the Uninswed Motorist Coverage 
since the mmKlatexy llmlt le $2w,oao. They represeat 79% of all loeses. 

(B) The keldeat Beaofltn Enhancement io the lncrcapc in the dlacounted LOSD Cost for No-Fault benefti 
due to the rzriched no-fault beatof& aveilabIe under OMPP. From Exhibit I, the OLD PLAN Loss Costa wes $36.06, 
the discounted NO-FAULT Lou-a Costs under OMPP is $122.87. Assume to be. ihe same as for the Bodily Injury cov 
The Bodily lqiwy Lors Cost of 360.36 la taken from Exhibit I. 

(C) Collateral benefits: 21.9% of income replacement & epxial damages (which is 21.0% of total losses) is removed 
due to the &&ion of wllateml eource rule (IA0 Analysis, November 1989). 

(D) Pm-judgement interest: The savings will exceed the reduction in tort losses. We assumed an additional 20%. 
Projudgemeet interest represeats 12. I % of ail lossw. 

(E) % of victims not totally at fault end out-of-province accidents were estimated using the Osborne report fmdiigs. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

g%.stin~ of No-Fault Threshold in Canada Exhibit VIII 

scenario A 

0.0% 

Scenario B 

0.0% Puccatage of I- &min&d by the Verbal ThwIwId (A) 

Tort Offset for Enriched A&dent Bentntr (B) 

.(a) 96 of victims no( toally at feeIt 65.0%’ 65.0% 
(II) Accident Benefit Enhancement [133.41-36.671 $96.74 $96.74 

(c) Reduction in the Economic Component of claims 
[{ 2(a) x [l-(l)] x 2(b) )/5369.03] 17.0% 17.0% 

Collateral Benefits Reduction (C) 9.0% 9.0% 

Pre-Judgment Interest (D) 1.7% 1.7% 

out-of-Province Accid.at Q 2.0% 2.0% 

Total Imp& on Family Protection (SEF 44) Lass 

U-W x [ (1)+(2)+{i-(l)}x{(3)c(4)~1 27.2% 27.2% 

Off&t effectivenuur (F) 45.0% 45.0% 

Net m K7lti’31 12.7% 12.7% 

Scenarlo A assumes that 90% of the number of ClaLna wiIl be ellmbmted by the Threshold (Exhibit Xl) 
Scenario B assumea that 94% of the number of claims will be &min&d by the Threehold (Exhibit Xl) 

(A) Ammo the threshold will be ineffective beamse the Fanally Lease8 are in general very large. 
(B) The Accident Benefua Enhenozneat is the ins- In the discounted Loss Cost for No-Fault benefti 

due to the enriched no-fault benefits avrdlable under OMPP. From Exhibit I, the OLD PLAN Loss Coats wea $36.67, 
the discounted NO-FAULT Las Coats under OMPP is $133.41 Assume to be the same aa for the Bodily Injury coverage. 
The Bodily Injury Losa Cost of 369.03 Is taken from Exhibit 1. 

(C) Collateral benefits: 2 I .9% of income replacement & ape&J damagea (which is 41. I 96 of t&l losses) is removed 
due to the abolition of collateral source rule (IA0 Analysis, November 1989). 

(D) Pre-judgement interest: The savings will exceed the reduction in tort I-. We assumed an additional 20%. 
he-judgement intereat repreaenk 8.5% of all lowea. 

(E) 96 of victims not t&ally et fault and out-of-province accidenta were estimated using the Osborne report tidings. 
(F) Assume 45% of the awards will nd be a&ted since. they already exceed the SEF 44 limit. 
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(0 

(2) 

(31 

(4) 

(3 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Costiw of No-Fault Threshold in Canada Exhibit VIII-A 

Percentage of losses diminated by the Verbal Thre&ld (A) 

Scenario A Scenario B 

0.0% 0.0% 

Tort Offset for Enriched Accident Benefita (B) 

(a) % of VictkM not tot&y at fault 
@) Accident Benefit Enhancement [I285536.061 

65.0% 65.0% 
$92.49 $92.49 

(c) Reduction ia the Economic Component of claims 
[{ 2(a) x (l-(I)] x 2(b) )/S3aO.36) 

CoUateral Benefits Reduction (C) 

16.7% 16.7% 

9.0% 9.0% 

Pre-Judgment Interest (D) 1.7% 1.7% 

Out-of-Province Accident (E) 

Total impact on Family hot&ion (SEF 44) Losses 

U-WI x [ (1)+(2)+II-(l)}x{(3)+(4))1 

Offs&t effeetiven~ (F) 

Net Impad K0x(611 

2.0% 2.0% 

26.8% 26.8% 

45.0% 45.0% 

12.6% 12.6% 

Scenario A aswmw tlmt 90% of the number of ekdms will be eliminnkd by the Threshold (Exhibit XI) 
Scenario B assumes that W% of the number of cleims wiIl be eliminated by the Threshold (Exhibit Xl) 

(A) Assume the &e&old will be ineffactve because the Fttmily Losses Iuc la general very large. 
(B) The Accident tiefits Enbancem~t is the lncrcasc la the dianted Loss Co& for No-Fault benefits 

due to the gviched no-fsult benefits available under OMPP. From Exhibit I, the OLD PLAN Loss Costs WIU $36.06. 
the d&counted NO-FAULT Low Costs under OMPP is $128.55. Assume to be the same 88 for the Bodily Injury coversge. 
The Bodily injury Loss Cost of 360.36 is taken from Exhibit I. 

(C) Collateral benefits: 21.9% of income replacement & special damages (which is 41. I % of to&l losses) is removed 
due to the abolition of collateral eource rule (lA0 Analysis, November 1989). 

(D) Prtjudgement interest: The oaviags will exceed the reduction in tort losses. We assumed an additional 20%. 
*judgemeat intereat repreeea& 8.5% of nil losses. 

(E) 16 of victims not totalIy at fault and out-of-province accidents were eetkuted using the Osborne report fmdiigs. 
(F) Assume 45% of the awards will not be affected elnce they already exceed the SEF 44 limit. 
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Costim of Verbal l&e&old No-Fault in Canada Exhibit Ix 

1977 $113,622 
1970 151,384 
1979 196,438 
1960 218,099 
1981 214,937 
1982 175,514 
1983 177.021 

Incurred 
Losses 
(VOOO) 

@ 48 Month 

(2) 

Claims Earned Frequency 
@ 48 Month @&lJ 

(3) (4) (5) 

125,160 1,776,132 7.05% 
204,749 1,964,497 10.42% 
255,695 2,094,524 12.21% 
260,361 2,180,200 11.94% 
241,167 2,169,771 11.11% 
203,365 2,146,720 9.47% 
199,989 2,204,038 9.07% 

Hisror-Cal l%Deri~nce in clwbec 

Claim 

$906 $63.97 
739 77.06 
768 93.79 
836 100.04 
891 99.06 
863 61.76 
885 80.32 

Average Growth in Pure Premium in 1978/i 979 

Pure 
Premium 

@y&j 

(7) 

Pure 
Premium 
Growth 

m 

(8) 

20.5r 
21.74 

6.79 
-1.09 

-17.54 
-1.89 

1 

NOtB: The Direct Compensation System was introduced March 1, 1978. 
Data Source : Insurance Bureau of Canada - Accident Half-Year Experience. 
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Cost&? of Verbal Threshold NO-Fault in lZmm!a Exhibit X 

(1) ANIS ANNuALcotmouNDmTEu?sT R4TSONTXDJ xtwmnmmOPwpEI(LY -XSAS- 

m lEEA.9s- s POR DL.3ABun-Y SuPPLFMxmTARY -ARsTNEsAMBAsmTaE- 

WDBABUJXYB7NEPKS EXCBPTTHATTIlERE,SNOAS~XN~XNTlDX-EROP- 

0) TRE AVBXUOEQUBBE BBBPXTFORRETTNBSAMEABSRTXSD-WLQYEO 
w COOP -ARY BiNfSlX3 POR bamc- a-rmnoN Is NmuoxBLB 

61 NO-PAULT xmm-su3.1 DRAM BEBEP~~B Bmmum WppRLy ANNVDY PA- - 

TED3 PW VALULB OF-Y PAYMENTS sllpPRE%ipD EQUALS lm3LuMP-suu Bmmrr 

(6) NOWPECUNIU Y QUEBEC BESEPITS RiPRPBm 10x OP CURXENT YWTAX. CDST OP BUPPLEMTARY BRBFPXTS 

PURE PREMNM AVERAOE AVERADE 

OP PROFOSED PROPOSED SUPPL. 

ACCXDENT AccmPif BWEPITS 
nmEPns BxmF.FrrS (CURREW 

192.01 $177 sm 

IZ9.R SC 
52.36 IzL.5oa *x3*.293 

so.36 53,mo 1wx 

so.03 58.549 

t124.45 

s13.27 

sa9.m 

~PPJM”M POR S”PPL.BpIEP,TS So.46 -3*.*x 10.31 
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Cbstiiv of Verbal l?mshold No-Fault in tZ2tna& l3xlalitxl 

DATA SCNJRCE : 
_. I~~~~(A~UA~~IDENTYFAR~NCORRRD Lm8esk EXTEFcNAL UX.3 ADNSl?dENT axFTN.vm 
tEKWJDXN0 OJLLP. UMDRW PACTORSI 

DISlXLSUTlON OF ONTARIO BODILY INJURY LOSS&3 
FOR ACCIDENT YEAR 1984 

CUMOLATXVB DBTRiBWllDN OF CLAIM AMOUNT BY TYPE Ol’ KXF* 
CuMuLATlvR cuMuLATNl3 I I I I 
DpiTRIBuIloN DL3TRISTJTION OTHER mrrrm PRR 

OF TOTAL OFNUMSER mm** SPWIAL NON PARTY 
l.OSSB* OPCUlbiB REPlAcPMxmT DAHACtHP PBxl?aARY CoslB 

0.9% 27.7% 
1.5% 33.1% 
3.2% 44.6% 
4.5% 50.0% 
6.0% 55.7% 
9.7% 64.8% 

13.3% 71.3% 
P.O% 79.6% 
25.6% 84.7% 
46.3% 94.8% 
60.7% 97.9% 
69.2% 98.1% 
75.2% 99.2% 
91.7% 99.9% 
97.2% 100.0% 

lW.O% 100.0% 

7.7% 
8.3% 
8.9% 
8.5% 
8.1% 
9.2% 

10.0% 
11.5% 
13.4% 
15.6% 
17.3% 
18.4% 
19.1% 
22.7% 
24.2% 
24.2% 

3.2% 
3.5% 
3.0% 
2.8% 
2.7% 
2.7% 
2.6% 
2.9% 
3.1% 
3.0% 
2.9% 
3.0% 
3.3% 
3.1% 
3.8% 
3.8% 

85.7% 
82.4% 
80.0% 
78.4% 
78.2% 
74.3% 
71.8% 
61.6% 
64.8% 
60.5% 
57.4% 
55.4% 
54.9% 
52.6% 
50.7% 
50.7% 

2.9% 0.5% 
4.8% 1.0% 
6.6% 1.4% 
8.2% 2.1% 
8.6% 2.4% 

10.2% 3.6% 
11.3% 4.3% 
12.0% 6.1% 
12.2% 6.5% 
12.3% 8.7% 
12.2% 10.3% 
12.1% 11.1% 
12.0% 10.7% 
11.5% 10.2% 
11.0% 10.2% 
11.0% 10.2% 

* ~D~~ONBAsBEwADNsTI(DTouLTIMAlEBypA~~~~1.oMuLTIMAra 
LOS8 D-m PACltX USED IN THE MERCER RATE PROPOSAL lD CLAIMS OF SlOD.WO AND OVER 

l * CollltcTBD FROM TliE BODILY INJURY CL.UMS SURVEY SHOW M APPEMDLX l.U OF VOLUMB lI lN 
THE REPORT OF INQIRRY INTO MOTOR VEHICU ACCIDENT COMPENSATION IN ONTARIO 
THE SURVEY IWIAJDED 1.35U NON-ZERO BODILY MIJRY CLAJMS CLOSED DURING 1986 POR 
PRIVATE PASSiEW@R AUTO 

l ** INcoMERaPu~: PASTAND PJnJRExNcoMERl?PLAcFMaNT 
OTHER SPECXAL DAMAGFB : XWTURJZ CARE, MEDICAL EXPENSE3 AND FUNERAL EXPENSE9 
NON-PBCVNURY : P.L.A./P.L.R.A. 
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Costhw of VerbI i%eshoold No-Fault in Cba&z 

PRIVATE PASSENGER AVTGMGBlLl? 

Erhibit W 
S&X-l1 

1986 
TOWI 

un*r 
Es!?! E 

0 0) 

ss*aoo Sl.365.4M 
xo.um S&2*)6.348 
15,am 56.559.365 
mm S9.135.lM 
25.m SllJ94.880 
30.033 $11.553.344 
35.wo 511.898.257 
4oo.m s10.505.714 
45,aoo $8.305.266 
9woJ $6.923226 
60.~ $7.423.043 
m,ooo 53.720,912 
m.m 52241,624 
w3.0M 51.435.334 

xw.am Sl.CNb.Ob8 
125.coo $1.705.769 
xso,m $1.,12.876 
m.m 91.373.194 
2.w.wo $575.082 

S2.ml.930 

198b 
NIlmbCZ 

of 

531.310 $2,570 53.344 
634.750 56.6% S8.7w 
577.750 $11.353 s14.n2 
562.340 316.239 521.129 
532.070 s21.040 $27.376 
448.450 $25.163 $33,521 
389,180 $30,573 $39,779 
29b.530 $35,429 546,098 
206.280 $40,262 $52.381 
154.690 $44.755 $58,233 
146.550 $50.652 $65.905 
62,630 $59,411 $77.302 
32.140 $69.745 393.749 
x7.403 $82.490 5107.332 
11,490 $91,042 5118,458 
14,960 $114.022 $148.359 
7.500 $148.383 S193.M.8 
7.620 $180.209 $234.478 
2.420 $237.637 s309.Mo 
6,470 $386,543 $502,947 

Tnmdcd 
Amd 
- 

0 1I6l91 
p5%lYI.J 

(Q 

164.30 
$167.39 
$264.08 
wb.33 
$526.47 
3b44.M 
m4.99 
$886.50 

SL.W7.44 
51.119.87 
$1.267.41 
$1.486.58 
$1.745.17 
$2.069.08 
52,278.W 
s2.853.ob 
53.712.85 
34.5c9.L9 
$5.946.16 
$9.672.07 

$51.44 
$133.91 
s227.27 
s32S.07 
$421.18 
8515.71 
$611.99 
s709.20 
$805.95 
sa95.9.3 

$1,013.93 
$1.18927 
51.396.14 
$1.651.26 
$1.822.43 
$2.28215 
$2.97028 
53.607.36 
$4756.93 

$7.737.65 

S185.W 
s185.w 
5227.27 

$325.07 
$421.18 
$515.71 
wQ.03 
8em.w 
5600.00 
86w.w 
sul0.w 
5600.00 
m.00 
sbc0.w 
$603.00 
86m.w 
sboo.00 
sb0u.w 
sL‘m.03 

3fm.w 

5185.00 $51.44 351.44 
5185.00 $133.91 5133.91 
s2n.n $14o.ca mo.a 
$325.07 s14o.w sM0.u 
$303.09 s1w.m $96.31 
$350.36 Sl4O.W w32.2? 
3392.50 $14o.w $108.2! 
$392.50 8bio.M $114.33 
339232 $MO.CO Sl20.3i 
5392.50 S14O.W $125.91 
w2.50 $140.03 $133.37 
$392.50 s14o.w 514o.a 

$392.50 51a.w SL4o.U 
S403.2u $140.00 sx4o.u 
$413.90 $140.00 s14o.u 
$442.65 $1‘!4.ol s14o.u 
348S.M $X.ioW sx4o.a 
$525.46 $140.03 sbi0.a 

5597.31 $140.00 s14o.u 
sbw.w $140.@3 si40.a 

Total / Average 5104.821.762 4.642,730 $22.578 S28.2M $542.70 S4Y.16 $387.44 $298.35 $129.03 S114.5! 

L 
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Costiw of Verbal Threshold No-Fault in Canada Exhibit XIII 
Sheet1 

LENGTH 

P.V. FOR $1 P.V. FOR $1 
#CLAIMANTS OF WEEKLY OF WEEKLY 

STILL ANNUITY ANNUITY 
DISABLED INVESTED AT INVESTED AT 

LENGTH OF R.kkQ. ADJUSTED 8.0% 8.0% 
LENGTH OF DISABILITY 1983 DISABILITY INDEXED AT 

TYPE DISABILITY IN YEARS TABLE TABLE NON-INDEXED 5.0% 

DAYS 1 
2 
3 
4 

6 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

WEEKS --> 4.5 
5.5 
6.5 
7.5 
8.5 
9.5 

10.5 
11.5 
12.5 
13.5 
14.5 
15.5 

o.ca27 N.A. 1,292,590 0.1424 0.1424 
0.0055 N.A. 1,182.720 0.2727 0.2727 
0.0082 N.A. 1,135.411 0.3978 0.3978 
0.0110 N.A. 1 JBS.672 0.5185 0.5185 
0.0137 N.A. 1,062.802 0.6355 0.6355 
0.0164 N.A. 1,036,23 1 0.7495 0.7495 
0.0192 N.A. 1,015,507 0.8613 0.8613 
0.0219 l,owcQo l,~,ooO 0.9713 0.9713 
0.0247 988,169 988,169 1.0800 1.0800 
0.0274 975,780 975,780 1.1874 1.1874 
0.0301 962,743 962,743 1.2932 1.2932 
0.0329 948,956 948,956 1.3976 I .3976 
0.0356 934.311 934.311 1.5003 1 so03 
0.0384 918,747 918,747 1.6012 1.6012 
0.0411 902,351 902,351 1.7004 1.7004 
0.0438 885,441 885,441 1.7976 1.7976 
0.0466 868,503 868,503 1.8930 1.8930 
0.0493 852,015 852,015 1.9865 1.9865 
0.0521 836,290 836,290 2.0784 2.0784 
0.0548 821,406 821,406 2.1685 2.1685 
0.0575 807,271 807,271 2.2571 22.571 
0.0603 793,766 793,766 2.3442 2.3442 
0.0630 780,876 780.876 2.4298 2.4298 
0.0658 768,734 768,734 2.5141 2.5141 
0.0685 757,6cxl 757,600 2.5972 2.5972 
0.0712 747,797 747,797 2.6792 2.6792 
0.0740 739,664 739,664 2.7602 2.7602 
0.0767 738,105 738,105 2.8411 2.8411 
0.0863 734,041 734,041 3.1224 3.1224 
0.1055 687,923 687,923 3.6488 3.6488 
0.1247 598,120 598,120 4.1059 4.1059 
0.1438 542,608 542,608 4.5199 4.5199 
0.1630 498.142 498,142 4.8994 4.8994 
0.1822 460,058 460,058 5.2494 5.2494 
0.2014 427,115 427.115 5.5739 5.5739 
0.2205 398,368 398,368 5.8761 5.8761 
0.2397 373,065 373,065 6.1587 6.1587 
0.2589 3M,615 350,615 6.4238 6.4238 
0.2781 330,561 330,561 6.6735 6.6735 
0.2973 312,485 312,485 6.9091 6.9091 
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Costiw of Vi?r6al lYreshold No-Fault in Cbada Exhibit XIII 
Sheet 2 

LENGTH 

P.V. FOR $1 P.V. FOR $1 
x CLAIMANTS OF WRERLY OF WEEKLY 

STILL ANNUITY ANNUITY 
DISABLED INVESTED AT INVESTED AT 

LENGTH OF R.A.A.Q. ADJUSTED 8.0% 8.0% 
LENGTH OF DISARlLlTY 1983 DISARILTTY INDEXED AT 

TYPE DISARILITY INYEARS TABLE TABLE NON-INDEXED 5.0% 

WEEKS 16.5 
17.5 
18.5 
19.5 
20.5 
21.5 
22.5 
23.5 
24.5 
25.5 
26.5 
27.5 
28.5 
29.5 
30.5 
31.5 
32.5 
33.5 
34.5 
35.5 
36.5 
37.5 
38.5 
39.5 
40.5 
41.5 
42.5 
43.5 
44.5 
45.5 
46.5 
41.5 
48.5 
49.5 
50.5 
51.5 

MONTHS -> 12.5 
13.5 
14.5 
15.5 

0.3164 296,124 296,124 7.1321 7.1321 
0.3356 281.300 281.306 7.3436 7.3436 
0.3548 267,818 267,818 7.5446 7.5446 
0.3740 255,516 255,516 7.7362 7.7362 
0.3932 244,256 244,256 7.9190 7.9190 
0.4123 233.910 233,910 8.0938 8.0938 
0.4315 224,355 224,355 8.2613 8.2613 
0.4507 215,475 215,475 8.4218 8.4218 
0.4699 207,168 207,168 8.5766 8.5760 
0.4890 199,352 199,352 8.7241 8.7241 
0.5082 191.273 191,273 8.8660 8.8660 
0.5274 183,135 183,135 9.0017 9.0017 
0.5466 175,448 175.448 9.1315 9.1315 
0.5658 168,188 168,188 9.2557 9.2557 
0.5849 161,327 161,327 9.3747 9.3747 
0.6041 154,843 154,843 9.4881 9.4881 
0.6233 152,476 152,476 9.64x9 9.6009 
0.6425 149,304 149,304 9.7105 9.7105 
0.6616 145,362 145,362 9.8171 9.8171 
0.6808 140,655 140,655 9.9201 9.9201 
0.7000 135,587 135,587 10.0192 10.0192 
0.7192 130,581 130.58 1 10.1145 10.1145 
0.7384 126,032 126,032 10.2064 10.2064 
0.7575 121.873 121,873 10.2951 10.2951 
0.7767 118,160 118,160 10.3810 10.3810 
0.7959 114.742 114,742 10.4642 10.4642 
0.8151 113,435 113,435 10.5464 10.5464 
0.8342 108,266 108,266 10.6248 10.6248 
0.8534 105,238 105,238 10.7008 10.7098 
0.8726 102,345 102,345 10.7746 10.7746 
0.8918 99,577 99,577 10.8463 10.8463 
0.9110 96,928 96,928 10.9161 10.9161 
0.9301 94.391 94,391 10.9839 10.9839 
0.9493 91,958 91,958 11.0498 Il.0498 
0.9685 89,626 89,626 11.1140 11.1140 
0.9877 87,387 87,387 11.1765 11.1765 
1.0417 82,662 82,662 11.3425 11.3508 
I.1250 76,527 76,527 11.5786 11.5987 
1.2083 72,286 72,286 11.8001 11.8313 
1.2917 66,747 66,747 12.0033 12.0447 
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Cadt~ of Verbal Tiueshold NeFault in Canada Exhibit XIII 

LENm 
TYPE 

P.V. FOR $1 P.V. FOR $1 
t CLAlhfANTS OF WEEKLY OF WEEKLY 

STILL ANNUITY ANNUITY 
DISABLED INVESTED AT INVESTED AT 

LENGTH OF R.AA.Q. ADJUSTED 8.0% 8.0% 
LENGTH OF DISABILITY 1983 DISABILITY 1NDEXED AT 
DISABILITY INYEARS TABLE TABLE NON-INDEXED 5.0% 

MONTHS 16.5 1.3750 62.806 62.806 12.1934 12.2442 
17.5 1.4583 59,346 59,346 12.3718 12.4315 
18.5 1.5417 56,888 56,888 12.5417 12.6099 
19.5 I .6250 54.715 54,715 12.7041 12.7804 
20.5 I .7083 52,776 52,776 12.8597 12.9439 
21.5 1.7917 51,051 51,051 13.m3 13.lCC9 
22.5 1.8750 49.503 49.503 13.1534 13.2522 
23.5 1.9583 48,125 48,125 13.2926 13.3984 
24.5 2.0417 47,051 31,830 13.3841 13.4993 
25.5 2.1250 45.896 31,049 13.4728 13.5970 
26.5 2.2083 44,858 30,346 13.5589 13.6920 
27.5 2.2917 43,919 29,711 13.6426 13.7843 
28.5 2.3750 43,079 29,143 13.7243 13.8743. 

29.5 2.4583 42,323 28,632 13.8040 13.9622 
30.5 2.5417 41,656 28.180 13.8819 14.0481 
31.5 2.6w) 41,094 27,800 13.9583 14.1323 
32.5 2.7083 40,601 27,467 14.0333 14.2150 
33.5 2.79 17 40,176 27.179 14.1070 14.2963 
34.5 2.8750 39,810 26,931 14.1796 14.3764 
35.5 2.9583 38,510 26,052 14.2494 14.4533 
36.5 3.0417 39,081 26,442 14.3198 14.5340 
37.5 3.1250 38.650 26,147 14.3889 14.6148 
38.5 3.2083 38,265 25,886 14.4569 14.6935 
39.5 3.2917 37,929 25,659 14.5239 14.7711 
40.5 3.3750 37,642 25,465 14.5900 14.8475 
41.5 3.4583 37,391 25,295 14.6552 14.9230 
42.5 3.5417 37,107 25,103 14.7194 14.9974 
43.5 3.6250 36,862 24,937 14.7829 15.0709 
44.5 3.7083 36,655 24,197 14.8456 15.1434 
45.5 3.7917 36,443 24,654 14.9075 15.2151 
46.5 3.8750 36,248 24,522 14.9687 15.2860 
47.5 3.9583 36,074 w+@+ 15.0292 15.3560 
48.5 4.0417 35,839 24,245 15.0890 15.4287 
49.5 4.1750 35,627 24,102 15.1480 15.5004 
50.5 4.2083 35,429 23,968 15.2063 15.9713 
51.5 4.2917 35,244 23,843 15.2639 15.6413 
52.5 4.3750 35.072 23,726 15.3209 15.7106 
53.5 4.4583 34,914 23,619 15.3773 15.7791 
54.5 4.5417 34,793 23,537 15.4331 15.8469 
55.5 4.6250 34.680 23,461 15.4884 15.9141 
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Exhibit XIII 

Sheet 4 

LENOTH 

P.V. FOR $1 P.V. FOR $1 
I CLAIMANTS OF WEEKLY OF WEEKLY 

STILL ANNUITY ANNUITY 
DISABLED INVESTED AT INVESTED AT 

LENGTH OF R.kjLQ. ADJUSTED a.056 8.0% 
LENGTH OF DISABILITY 1983 DISABILITY INDEXED AT 

TYPE DISABILITY INYEARS TABLE TABLE NON-INDEXED 5.0% 

MONTHS 

YEARS -> 

56.5 4.7083 34,576 23,391 15.5431 15.9807 
57.5 4.7917 34,473 23,321 15.5974 16.0466 
58.5 4.8750 34,387 23,263 15.6511 16.1120 
59.5 4.9583 34,3o3 23.206 15.7044 16.1767 

5.5 5.m 25.209 23,149 16.0417 16.6072 
6.5 6.WM 24,549 22,543 16.6132 17.3731 
7.5 7.5ooo 24,015 22,053 17.1309 ia.lols 
a.5 uooo 23,489 21.570 17.5997 18.7941 
9.5 9sooo 22,988 21,110 18.0245 19.4532 

10.5 10.5ooo 22,507 20,668 18.4097 20.0805 
11.5 11.slw 22.041 20,240 18.7589 20.6778 
12.5 12.mo 21,589 19,825 19.0756 21.2466 
13.5 13.fmo 21,148 19,420 19.3629 21.7883 
14.5 14.5cm 20,714 19,022 19.6234 22.3041 
15.5 15.5wo 20,286 18.629 19.8596 22.7766 
16.5 16SOOO 19.863 18,24o 20.0738 23.2050 
17.5 17.5ooo 19,443 17,854 20.2619 23.5932 
la.5 iasooo 19,024 17,470 20.4438 23.9450 
19.5 19.m 18,605 17,085 20.6031 24.2635 
20.5 20.5ooo Ia.ias 16,699 20.7472 24.5517 
21.5 21.m 17,764 16,313 20.8776 24.8125 
22.5 22sooo 17,342 15,925 20.9954 25.0482 
23.5 23SOLXl 16,918 15,536 21.1019 25.2610 
24.5 24sooo 16,490 15.143 21.1979 25.4532 
25.5 25.5ooo 16,060 14,748 21.2&16 25.6264 
26.5 26SOOO 15,627 14,350 21.3626 25.7825 
27.5 27.5WQ 15,193 13,952 21.4329 25.9231 
28.5 2asooo 14,756 13,550 21.4961 26.0494 
29.5 29.sooo 14,317 13.147 21.5528 26.1630 
30.5 30.5om 13,876 12,742 21.6038 26.2649 
31.5 31.5ooo 13,432 12,335 21.6494 26.3562 
32.5 32.5OOO 12,988 11,927 21.6903 26.4379 
33.5 33.5cOo 12,543 i i ,518 21.7269 26.5110 
34.5 34.5ooo 12,096 ii,108 21.7595 26.5763 
35.5 35.5wo 11,648 10,696 21.7886 26.6345 
36.5 36SODO 11,199 10,284 21.8145 26.6864 
37.5 37.5ooo 10,751 9.873 21.8375 26.7324 
38.5 3a.m 10,305 9,463 21.8580 26.7733 
39.5 39.5ooo 9,859 9,os3 21.8761 26.8095 
40.5 4osooo 9,414 8,645 21.8921 26.8415 
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Costim of Verbal lZmshold No-Fault in (Tkna& Exhibit XIII 

LENG-rH 
TYPE 

P.V. FOR $1 P.V. FOR $1 
x CLAIMANTS OF WEEKLY OFWEEKLY 

STILL ANNUITY ANNUlTY 
DISABLED INVESTED AT INVESTED AT 

LENOTH OF R.A.A.Q. ADJUSTED 8.0% 8.0% 
LENGTH OF DISABILITY 1983 DISABILITY INDEXED AT 
DISABILITY INYEARS TABLE TABLE NON-INDEXED 5.0% 

YEARS 41.5 41.moo 8,771 8,054 21.9059 26.8691 
42.5 42.5OCQ 8,532 7,835 21.9184 26.8940 
43.5 43.5ow 8,096 7,435 21.9293 26.9159 
44.5 44.sooo 7,664 7,038 21.9389 26.9350 
45.5 4s.5ocQ 7.236 6,645 21.9472 26.9518 
46.5 46.5ooil 6,814 6,257 21.9545 26.9664 
47.5 47sooo 6,399 5,816 21.9609 26.9791 
48.5 48.5ooo 5,991 5,502 21.9664 26.9901 
49.5 49.m 5,591 5,134 21.9711 26.9996 
so.5 sosooo 5,200 4,775 21.9752 27.0078 
5l.S 51.5wo 4,819 4,425 21.9788 27.0148 
52.5 52.5000 4.449 4.085 21.9818 27.0208 
53.5 53.5ooo 4.093 3,759 21.9843 27.0260 
54.5 54.sooo 3,748 3,442 21.9865 27.0303 
55.5 S5o00 3,417 3,138 21.9883 27.0340 
56.5 %.soou 3,101 2,848 21.9899 27.0370 
57.5 57sooo 2,801 2,572 21.9911 27.0396 
58.5 58.5cm 2,516 2,310 21.9922 27.0418 
59.5 59.503o 2,247 2,063 21.9931 27.0435 
60.5 6osooo 1,995 I ,832 21.9938 27.0450 
61.5 61.5OOO 1,759 1,615 21.9944 27.0462 
62.5 62SCCQ 1,541 1,415 21.9949 27.0471 
63.5 63.5ooo 1.34(J 1,231 21.9953 27.0479 
64.5 64.sooo 1,157 1,062 21.9956 27.0485 
65.5 65.5CW~ 990 909 21.9959 21.0490 
66.5 66.soco a39 770 21.9960 27.0494 
67.5 67.W 706 648 21.9962 27.0497 
68.5 68.5ooo 589 541 21.9963 27.0499 
69.5 69.sooo 486 446 21.9964 27.0501 
70.5 70.5oofl 398 365 21.9965 27.0502 
71.5 71.5ooo 323 297 21.9965 27.0504 
72.5 72..5ooo 260 239 2 1.9966 27.0504 
73.5 73.5ooo 208 191 21.9966 27.0505 
74.5 74.5KQ 165 152 21.9966 27.0505 
75.5 75.5ow 130 119 21.9966 27.0506 
76.5 76SOOQ lo2 94 21.9966 27.0506 
77.5 n.socQ so 73 21.9966 27.0506 
78.5 7amo 63 58 21.9966 27.0506 
79.5 79.5om 49 45 21.9966 27.0506 
80.5 aosm 38 35 21.9966 27.0506 
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Costi~?~? of VM 73mhold N-Fault in Caoacia Exhibit XIII 

Sheet 6 

LENGTH 
TYPE 

P.V. FOR $1 P.V. FOR $1 
# CLAIMANTS OF WEEKLY OF WEEKLY 

STILL ANNUITY ANNUITY 
DISABLED INVESTED AT INVESTED AT 

LENGTH OF R.A.A.Q. ADJUSTED 8.0% 8.0% 
LENGTH OF DISABILITY 1983 DISABILITY INDEXED AT 
DISARIIXTY INYEARS TABLE TABLE NON-INDEXED 5.0% 

YEARS 81.5 aim0 30 28 21.9967 27.0506 
82.5 82.5om 23 21 21.9967 27.0506 
83.5 83.5OOil ia 17 21.9967 27.0506 
84.5 a4.5Om 14 13 21.9967 27.0506 
85.5 85sooo 10 9 21.9967 27.0506 
86.5 86.5000 a 7 21.9967 27.0506 
87.5 87.5000 6 6 21.9967 27.0506 
88.5 88.5m 4 4 21.9967 27.0506 
89.5 89.5000 3 3 21.9967 27.0506 
90.5 90.5ooo 2 2 21.9967 27.0506 
91.5 91.5owl 1 1 21.9967 27.0506 
92.5 92.5OCiI 1 1 21.9967 27.0506 
93.5 93.mO 1 1 21.9967 27.0506 
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